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Premise: The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is fast becoming the de facto call signaling technology for service providers and network operators to build their Voice over IP networks. Network managers and developers preparing to deploy and test SIP-based VoIP products need to know how those products will behave under variable loads. In such a case, test tools supporting SIP provide users with an effective, scalable means to verify product capabilities.

ORASYS, Inc. commissioned The Tolly Group/Telecommunications Technology Association (TTA) to evaluate its Smart CallGen SIP, a SIP call generator/analyzer that generates and terminates calls based on the SIP protocol specification and provides additional functions including SIP packet monitoring/analysis and voice call-quality measurements.

Tolly Group engineers cooperated with TTA engineers to perform a battery of feature and performance tests to prove that Borasys Smart CallGen SIP provides an effective, multi-functional test solution to system operators and developers.

Testing was conducted in June 2007.

Test Highlights

- Generates and terminates simultaneously 1,500 media calls (RTP and SIP signaling) with G.723.1, G.729 and G.711 codecs
- Supports 60,000 concurrent channels of signaling and 60,000 concurrent SIP registration calls
- Generates and terminates 700 calls per second and sustains the rate
- Provides SIP functionality test solutions such as real-time SIP packet monitoring/analysis and configurable message generation
- Measures VoIP call quality including jitter, delay, packet loss, and provides estimated MOS scores using R-factor

Borasys Smart CallGen SIP Performance as validated by Agilent SART IMS & TNA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concurrent calls (signaling only)</th>
<th>Calls per second</th>
<th>Concurrent registrations</th>
<th>RTP media (RTP+SIP signal)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60,000 calls</td>
<td>700 calls/sec</td>
<td>60,000 calls</td>
<td>1,500 calls</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: TTA/The Tolly Group, June 2007

Figure 1
Executive Summary

The Borasys Smart CallGen SIP delivers important testing functions to SIP-based product developers and users by supporting high-volume stress test and SIP functionality tests.

Voice over IP (VoIP) has become popular largely because of the cost advantage to consumers over traditional telephone networks. With the constant growth of the VoIP market, and the corresponding increase in demand for extra capacity on VoIP devices, VoIP test tool vendors now need to provide cost-effective, high performance and multi-functional VoIP testing solutions.

Tolly Group tests demonstrate that the Borasys Smart CallGen SIP is a user-friendly and high-performance VoIP test tool. Test results show that Smart CallGen SIP generates/terminates 1,500 RTP media calls with SIP signaling, establishes 60,000 concurrent channels of signaling and real-time SIP packet monitoring and analysis, which are all important to developers and network managers. (Smart CallGen SIP is referred to below as “Smart CallGen”.)

**Performance**

Engineers validated that the Smart CallGen generates and terminates 1,500 RTP media sessions simultaneously. These sessions include both RTP media and SIP signaling, which are common representations of VoIP traffic in the real world. Engineers also proved that Smart CallGen provides real-time packet monitoring and analysis for the calls at this rate.

Engineers measured the maximum rate of calls generated per second (CPS). In this test, the Smart CallGen proved it is capable of generating and terminating 700 calls per second (SIP signaling only) and maintained the rate for the test duration of 24 hours. The CPS rate indicates how well the VoIP products operate in a scenario where the number of incoming calls increase very rapidly and maintain the rate relatively long. Network managers always need to know the maximum receptive capacity of their systems and have control of the number of subscribers and concurrent calls with the reliable performance information so they can prepare for worst-case scenarios.

**Scalability**

Results show that the Smart CallGen supports 60,000 channels of SIP signaling simultaneously. This performance proves that the Smart CallGen can test even high-end, SIP-based VoIP products.

Engineers also tested the number of subscribers to be simultaneously registered by users. The Smart CallGen proved that it supports up to 60,000 registrations simultaneously. This verified the robustness of the SIP servers under the large volume of registration request calls.

**Functionality**

Engineers verified that the Smart CallGen monitors and analyzes SIP-based packets in real time. Also, the Smart CallGen has SIP protocol test functions to emulate calls including RTP, SDP, etc. The SIP protocol test function is very useful for vendors to develop and test the VoIP products in a lab environment since this can test their conformance to the SIP specifications and guarantee the interoperability in the real VoIP networks.

**Call Quality**

In this test, engineers verified that the Smart CallGen provides VoIP call quality measurements such as
jitter, delay, packet loss and R-factor/E-model. The Smart CallGen converts R-factor into an estimated representation of MOS score. Engineers also verified that R-factor measured by Smart CallGen is consistent with the R-factor computed by the ITU-T R-factor simulation program.

**Test Setup & Methodology**

Tolly Group engineers tested the Borasys Smart CallGen SIP call generator running version 2.03.116. Engineers used Empirix Hammer Protocol Analyzer ver 1.6.1.2 to analyze inbound and outbound calls which were transmitted or received by the Smart CallGen, and used Agilent SART, TNA and DNA ver 5.30.100.013 to measure the performance and scalability. PacketStorm2600E ver 8.6v1 was used to emulate packet loss and delay.

For all tests, engineers first set up two Smart CallGen units. One generated calls and the other terminated the calls from the transmitter. For the concurrent call performance test, engineers configured the Smart CallGen to generate 100 signaling calls per second and maintain the rate for 600 seconds so that it could ramp up to 60,000 concurrent calls at the end of test. Next, engineers used the Agilent SART to validate that the Smart CallGen established up to 60,000 channels of signaling simultaneously.

For the RTP media call test, engineers configured the Smart CallGen Tx to set up 1,500 RTP channels with G.723.1, G.729 and G.711 for 400 seconds. Then, engineers generated calls to the Smart CallGen Rx, and used the Agilent SART to verify that the Smart CallGen transmitted 1,500 RTP media calls.

For signal and registration functional test, engineers configured the Smart CallGen to run in concurrent 60,000 calls, 60,000 of registration terminals, 600 seconds of duration, 100 calls per second, 2 ms of registration interval and 240 seconds of registration cycle. Then, engineers attempted to transmit calls to the Smart CallGen Rx, and used an Agilent SART to validate that the Smart CallGen supports up to 60,000 registrations.

For the VoIP call quality measurement test, engineers first configured the Smart CallGen Tx to establish one RTP channel for 100 seconds of call duration. Next, engineers configured the Smart CallGen Rx to terminate the RTP channel. Then, engineers used PacketStorm to emulate the networks with different packet loss and delay values and verified that the Smart CallGen responded to those changes properly. Lastly, engineers compared the values measured by the Smart CallGen to the values computed by R-factor simulation program. ITU-T technical study group 12 provides the simulation program.

For the SIP protocol functional test, engineers first configured the Smart CallGen Tx to run in normal state and to transmit the SIP calls to the Smart CallGen Rx. Second, engineers validated the sequence diagram by using SART. Third, engineers used the Hammer protocol analyzer to verify that the Smart CallGen generated the proper VoIP packets. Figure 3 shows the testbed diagram.
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## Test Equipment Summary

The Tolly Group gratefully acknowledges the providers of test equipment used in this project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Web</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agilent Technologies</td>
<td>SART, TNA, DNA (Ver 5.30.100.013)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.agilent.com">www.agilent.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empirix</td>
<td>Hammer Call Analyzer (Ver 1.6.1.2)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.empirix.com">www.empirix.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PacketStorm Communications</td>
<td>PacketStorm2600E (Ver 8.6v1)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.packetstorm.com">www.packetstorm.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Terms of Usage

**USE THIS DOCUMENT ONLY IF YOU AGREE TO THE TERMS LISTED HEREIN.**

This document is provided, free-of-charge, to help you understand whether a given product, technology or service merits additional investigation for your particular needs. Any decision to purchase must be based on your own assessment of suitability.

This evaluation was focused on illustrating specific features and/or performance of the product(s) and was conducted under controlled, laboratory conditions and certain tests may have been tailored to reflect performance under ideal conditions; performance may vary under real-world conditions. Users should run tests based on their own real-world scenarios to validate performance for their own networks. Commercially reasonable efforts were made to ensure the accuracy of the data contained herein but errors and/or oversights can occur. In no event shall The Tolly Group be liable for damages of any kind including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages which may result from the use of information contained in this document.

The tests/audit documented herein may also rely on various test tools the accuracy of which is beyond our control. Furthermore, the document relies on certain representations by the sponsor that are beyond our control to verify. Among these is that the software/hardware tested is production or production track and is, or will be, available in equivalent or better form to commercial customers.

When foreign translations exist, the English document is considered authoritative. To assure accuracy, only use documents downloaded directly from The Tolly Group’s Web site. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.